Calling All Red Hawks

Montclair State will have its Little Falls Voting Center in Machuga Heights.

Drusma Rona
Contributing Writer

With Election Day fast approaching, the Office of Government Relations, in partnership with the Student Government Association, Residential Education and Center for Student Involvement, is encouraging students to vote for the two genders that matter to make the student body deserve to win the title of Student Life. As a step to break the gender barrier, SLAM urged students to vote for the two genders that matter.

Students to vote for the two genders that matter.

The campus community gathers for the Student Showcase.
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The Clothesline Project
Educating students one T-shirt at a time

With the swift, autumn chill settling across campus and the dread of midterm hangovers in the air, Montclair State students were looking for that special pick-me-up to make their night. Students were certainly many in numbers. As they raced through the dimmed room, students were en- couraged to grab their best moments that were certain hits within the campus community. The goal, in the words of Shivaun Gaines, director of the Office of Government Relations, is to make the student body aware of their civic responsibility. “I report directly to President Colón on any policy or political matters that would have an impact on the uni- versity,” noted Gaines on the role of the Office of Govern- ment Relations. “We try to keep the campus university educated on current government officials and government policies, both on the federal and state levels.”

Growing up for the election day this year, the votes will determine whether or not our current senators and congressional members are reelected. Bryan Murdock, the director of Service-Learning and Community Engagement and Blanton Hall.

The headquarters for SAVE of Essex County is located on Fullerton Avenue. According to a UPD report sent to the campus communi- ty, at approximately 11:20 p.m. on Saturday, the Uni- versity Police Department “received a report that a male, non-resident student was assaulted.” The victim of the assault was walking up the stairway leading to Dinollo Heights at the time of the incident. Upon being punched in the face by the assailant, the victim fell to the floor.

Immediately after the assault, the assailant was said to have fled the scene by running up the stair case and proceeded towards Blanton Hall.

Following suit, witnesses were able to describe the assailant as an “Afric- an-American male 5’10” in height, wearing a black, hooded sweatshirt, black Adidas workout pants and black sneakers” according to Newsletter continued on Page 5
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On October 18
Non-student Hussan Rose, 21, of East Orange, N.J. was arrested and charged with possession of marijuana, operating a motor vehicle while in the possession of marijuana, possession of alcohol in a vehicle, failure to exhibit registration, failure to exhibit an insurance card and failure to stop while on Carlisle Road. Rose is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

On October 18
Non-student Jssuma Nwaka, 19, of Union, N.J. was arrested and charged with possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia while in Gordan Hall. All parties are scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

On October 18
Student Parish Collins, 18, of West Cape May, N.J. was arrested and charged with possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia while in Gordan Hall. Collins is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

On October 18
Student Anthony Dumato, 19, of Succasunna, N.J. was arrested and charged with distribution of marijuana, possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia while in Whisman Hall. Dumato is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

On October 19
Student Bryan Espinal-Cuevas, 22, of Tomsick, N.J. was charged with criminal trespassing for entering Sinatra Hall. Espinal-Cuevas is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station at TIPS (8477). All calls are strictly confidential.
Peak Performances

This Weekend!
John J. Cali School Of Music

MSU Symphonic Band and MSU Campus-Community Band
Thomas McCauley and Shelley Axelson, conductors
Oct. 24 - 7:30 p.m.

MSU Symphony Orchestra
Ken Lam, conductor
Oct. 25 – 8:00 p.m.

MSU Wind Symphony
Thomas McCauley, conductor

MSU Singers with guest artists

MSU Vocal Accord
Heather J. Buchanan, conductor
Steven W. Ryan, accompanist
Vincent Carr, organist
Oct. 26 – 3:00 p.m.

973-655-5112 | www.peakperfs.org

Convenient parking in the Red Hawk Deck
No charge for MSU undergraduate students at the Kasser Theater box office with valid ID. 
No charge for Montclair State students with Montclair State ID.
Global Business School

An Innovative Global Program that Will Prepare You for the World of International Business.

Kean University’s College of Business and Public Management is entering into a new and exciting phase of development with the creation of its Global Business School. Located in a new, state-of-the-art facility, this program will prepare students for careers in the new global economy and will emphasize a curriculum focused on:

INNOVATION — CREATIVITY — ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Qualified students will have the chance to engage in a global business practicum, leadership activities, networking and internships, plus interact with world-class faculty.

The global business program will:

- Prepare you for a career in international business
- Provide you with a global perspective and cultural interaction
- Develop your leadership skills in the global arena
- Enable you to assimilate and assess information from around the world

Vital elements of this new Global Business School include:

- Internship opportunities with international companies
- Easy access to the global business community in Manhattan
- Study at Kean’s campus in Wenzhou, China
- Faculty with global business experience
- New curriculum that prepares students for the global workforce
- Small classes
- Executive Fellows Program

Learn More >> globalbusiness.kean.edu

CONTACT the Kean Global Business School
globalbusiness@kean.edu

FacebookTwitterInstagram
keanuniversity
This was an isolated incident that unfortunately resulted in an act of violence. [Still], community members should always keep an eye towards their general safety; walk in well lit areas, with a trusted friend or group if possible, and follow pathways that are meant for travel rather than those that might appear to be a shortcut.

-Lieutenant Kieran Barrett
University Police Department

Printed and online copies of this story may be found at thelink. (Essex and Passaic) and three voting districts: Little Falls, Clifton and Montclair. However, Montclair State students who live in Little Falls or Clifton may vote in Machuga Hall. This year, the polling booth will be located in Machuga Hall and not reach the minimum requirement to justify election to Little Falls, which is a shortcut, individuals who themselves have a clear path to have them vote through their course.

In addition, the University Police Department stresses the utilization of several apps such as MoBlue and the E-tips and cellular Guardian and the E-tips program that can help guide and protect the campus community.

The campus community is divided into three districts; be sure to vote in the blue light area around the campus.

The election office number at the time was 973-651-8477 or utilize the Hweak Eyewitness E-Tag via text message to 67235 from any cellular device.

This election office number at the time was 973-651-8477 or utilize the Hweak Eyewitness E-Tag via text message to 67235 from any cellular device.

While this case is being thoroughly investigated, UPD urges anyone with information about the incident to contact them directly at 973-651-3222, the Confidential Tip Line at (973) 651-8477 or utilize the Hweak Eyewitness E-Tag via text message to 67235 from any cellular device.

For starters, Barrett encourages these on campus to keep an eye towards their general safety; walk in well lit areas, with a trusted friend or group if possible, and follow pathways that are meant for travel rather than those that might appear to be a shortcut.
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Amal Zidan
Central Correspondent

With registration quickly approaching, students race to meet with their advisors

Dr. Li-Chun Lin, chairperson and professor for the Management Department, and the Provost Office offered workshops for advising and encouraged faculty to attend where they are given advice and taught how to best advise students.

"Each year in the Management Department, we give advising workshops for our students to learn about the campus community," Lin said. "We send out emails to faculty reminding them of upcoming registration days and inform all advisors of who their advising students are to connect them together. Advising takes time and it is sometimes hard for faculty to always meet face-to-face with students because of different schedules." Many students are not aware that their WESS advisors do not have an office; however, it does not offer any personal communication to reaching their advisors. Students must search online for the professor's email and even then, students said, it isn’t always the best way to meet them. Repeated attempts to get comments from the Provost Office and Academic Advising to get the perspectives from the university administration on the advising issue were unsuccessful.

"It is becoming a common thing for students to take matters into their own hands and map out their own course plans with varying degrees of success. It is not unusual to see students helping out each other and students seeking out counselors," Mangan and Rich are both quoted as saying from Dan Marinco, a staff writer from Al下达 Harris, a staff writer from the Montclair State University. Harris, a staff writer from Al下达 Harris, a staff writer from the Montclair State University. Harris, a staff writer from Al下达 Harris, a staff writer from the Montclair State University.
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MSU STUDENTS
Don’t let Republicans take away your
RIGHT TO VOTE!

Two years ago Republicans mailed this flyer to Little Falls voters urging people to vote Republican because they claimed MSU students - “part time residents” - would sway the election to the Democrats. IT WORKED! The Republican Mayor and Council won a narrow victory.

DON’T BE INTIMIDATED BY REPUBLICAN TACTICS TO MARGINALIZE YOUR RIGHT TO VOTE HERE IN LITTLE FALLS! IF YOU ARE REGISTERED TO VOTE HERE YOU ARE ENTITLED TO VOTE HERE!

New Leadership. New Direction.
JAMES BELFORD DAMIANO
A life long resident, attorney and former School Board member
- Former Member, Passaic Valley Board of Education
- Member, Little Falls Township Ethics Committee
- Member, History International
- Teacher, Medicare and End Kids Program
- Passaic County, Little Falls Recreation Basketball

MARIA MARTINI CORDONNIER
A 14-year resident, businesswoman and community activist
- Member, Former Police Starchon Committee
- Member, Little Falls Alliance for a Better Community
- Member, Rotary Club of Passaic County
- Former Senior Vice President of Sales and Marketing for two major appliance companies

WILLIAM LIESS
A 40-year resident, former School Board member and former Councilman
- Former Little Falls Councilman 8 years
- Council President, 2 years
- Former Member, Little Falls and Passaic Valley Boards of Education
- Vice President, Little Falls Historical Society
- Netkret, Superintendent in Schools, Canton
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“We Appreciate Your Support”
Look No Further for Halloween Costumes!

Jessica Mahmoud
Staff Writer

Halloween is next weekend! If you’re like most college students, you probably don’t have $40 to spend on a costume; however, you realize Halloween only comes once a year and you want to have an awesome, original costume without the price tag attached. Don’t worry! Here are some DIY costumes to help you out.

**Mary Poppins**
Lauren Conrad is known for her unique Halloween costumes. To get the look of Mary Poppins, tuck a bottom-down skirt into a black skater skirt. Add tights, basic black heels and a red bowtie. To finish the look, wear a fedora with a flower attached and don’t forget to carry an umbrella!

**Cracked Porcelain Doll**
At Halloween, makeup can really create the look. This is definitely the case with the look of a cracked porcelain doll. Check out how pineneedlecollective.com used makeup to create this outfit. It’s cool to dress up as a doll, but a cracked doll takes it a whole step further and adds in the scary for Halloween. Simply put on a dress or a doll-like outfit and then look up a YouTube tutorial for the makeup.

**Britney Spears**
Channel your inner Britney Spears! To get her classic “…Baby One More Time” look, just find a school uniform. If you don’t own one, someone you know probably does. If both of those options aren’t available, check out a nearby thrift store. The skirt doesn’t have to be plaid, but a plaid one will fit the look of a schoolgirl. If your hair is long, definitely copy her braids and pink accessories. You’ll stand out among other celebrity costumes like Miley Cyrus or Lady Gaga.

**Waldo**
If you’re a guy reading this, I suggest dressing as Waldo from the Where’s Waldo? books. It’s a unique idea and super easy to do. Just pick up a red-and-white striped long sleeve shirt and a red-and-white beanie. Pair it with jeans and black shoes. For the glasses, opt for those nerd glasses or 3D glasses with the lenses popped out.

**Peter Pan and Wendy**
If you and your significant other or best friend are looking to coordinate costumes together, try Peter Pan and Wendy. For Peter, just wear green pants and cut an oversized green shirt’s hem into a zig-zag pattern. Don’t forget his signature feather hat! As for Wendy, any white flowing dress works perfect. If you have long hair, wear it in a ponytail of ringlet curls. For shoes, Peter should wear brown shoes and Wendy should go for simple flats or ballet-style slippers.

**Scrabble Letters**
Although group costumes may seem hard to coordinate, this one isn’t too bad. Simply grab a few cardboard boxes, some Sharpies and pick a word made up of the same amount of letters as group members. To take it a step further, dress up like the word you choose. Dressing up like zombies, like in this photo from popsugar.com, is easy since the costume is not planned. The makeup is the important part. Other ideas for words and costumes could be clowns, babies, nerds and mimes. Please do this if you plan on sticking together; otherwise, you’re just a letter!

**Halloween only comes once a year, so I suggest making the most of it and picking an original costume. Don’t get the urge to buy a bagged costume from the store, especially since someone is bound to have the same one. There are plenty of easy do-it-yourself ones that can be found right in your closet. Happy Halloween!**
What are some good and bad fall dates?

**HE SAID**

Some of the best date ideas for the fall include, but are not limited to pumpkin picking, apple picking, and hayrides. All of these activities show engagement and commitment to the season as well as your significant other. Your partner will always appreciate an opportunity to be taken out and shown a fun time among other happy couples/groups. It’s an exciting time for everyone involved and while most guys aren’t exactly interested in picking vegetables or fruits out, the thought of eating them sounds very appealing.

Hayrides are also a great way to sit and talk to your partner while experiencing a changing environment, it’s the fall equivalent of taking long walks on the beach. All of these date ideas cumulatively or individually will create a nice string of dates and will help you grow closer in these fall months with your significant other.

Some guys expressed that they aren’t into that scene and would much rather stay inside and not do anything except watch horror movies. A couple of guys even recommended that you take your significant other out to some Halloween party or other event that may be occurring in the coming week.

**SHE SAID**

A general consensus of those interviewed felt that the crisp weather was perfect for outdoor activities. The obvious choices thrown out there by people were pumpkin picking and walks in the cool weather with a warm beverage. The agreement ended there, however, as the group split; some of the girls complained that fall at night was too cold for some activities and just in general would be more comfortable during the day. Another girl explained that if she was asked to go on a hayride, she would choose to go during the day, because even though the idea of a haunted hayride is supposed to be cute, she would just end up feeling embarrassed.

Other daytime activities included by the girls we asked were corn mazes and apple picking earlier in the fall season. A few girls explained that the corn maze should happen during the daytime because there is nothing fun about getting lost in the corn maze and getting frustrated in the end.

Others said that the adrenaline activities called to their mind, citing scary movies along with haunted hayrides and haunted houses as their fall dates of choice. Some girls explained their excitement for haunted houses as a date came from the fact that the danger isn’t real but the reactions, including the screams, are. More than one girl expressed their love for scary movies during the season. The season is perfect for the scary movies and someone to cuddle with. Some of the girls were excited for the amusement parks that offer both the thrill-packed rides along with a scary experience; the fear and adrenaline are a perfect mix for a date.

FEW GIRLS HAD A BAD EXPERIENCE ON A FALL DATE, ALTHOUGH SOME GIRLS EXPLAINED THAT SOME DATES WERE NOT AS GOOD AS THE others. Some of the girls explained that Mischief Night was not a good night for dates. The idea was said to be childish and in general not a good night to be out. When asked to clarify if this meant joining in on Mischief Night activities or just going out in general, she explained that it was more the former but that it applied to both. The beach was listed by multiple girls because, even if you went to the beach, it could get really cold really quickly. Almost all the girls jumped to clarify, however, that any date that makes them uncomfortable was a bad date. Most of the girls felt that if a guy double checked with them and listened to their input, even a date to the beach could turn into a success.

**KEEP CLIFTON GREAT!**

**VO1E #8**

LAUREN MURPHY FOR CLIFTON COUNCIL

November 4. Polls open 6 am - 8 pm
Fall is a great time to give thanks to the yummy fruits in season this time of year, such as pumpkins and apples. With so many different recipes out there, it can be easy to get lost in a sea of flour and sugar and forget to look for healthy options. However, the good news is that you can still enjoy all of your favorite fall treats as long as you use some of these tips to turn up the nutrition and turn down the processed ingredients.

Healthy Baking Tips

Kimberly Asman
Staff Writer

Go for whole wheat
In anything that uses all-purpose flour, try switching it to 100 percent whole wheat flour instead. Whole grains are a good source of iron, magnesium, selenium, B vitamins and dietary fiber. Whole wheat flour can sometimes be a bit denser than regular white, so keep that in mind for your recipe. If you are making a cake that you want to be fluffy and light, try half all regular white and half whole wheat; that way you will get some added nutrients without messing up the texture and density.

Skip the oil
Some cake or muffin recipes call for lots of added oil. Although some oil, such as extra-virgin olive oil, contains some good-for-you unsaturated fats, too much of it in an already high-calorie recipe may be unnecessary. An easy swap for this is mashed bananas. Bananas are a great way to get in some potassium. Using them for recipes can be an easy way to use up over-ripe bananas you wanted to get rid of anyway. Another option is unsweetened applesauce; this low calorie substitute will act the same in terms of texture without altering the taste. Look for one with as few ingredients as possible.

Choose your milk carefully
Many recipes call for milk but might not specify what kind. Generally, any type of milk (soy, almond, cow’s, etc.) will work exactly the same. If using regular cow’s milk, go for one percent low fat or fat-free skim instead of whole milk. This will save you some saturated fat without affecting the protein and calcium. Other options include plain or vanilla soymilk, which tends to be fortified with calcium and riboflavin and have a good amount of protein. If you are looking for a substitute with fewer calories, go for almond milk; it does not have as much protein, but it will save you calories.

Sneak in some omega-3s
Omega-3 fatty acids are essential for brain and cell function and may help lower your risk for heart disease. An easy and unnoticeable way to get some of this nutrient in baked goods is to add ground flax seeds and chia seeds. Neither seed will affect the taste of your recipe, yet they will add some nutrition. Be sure to grind the flax seeds for the best absorption in your body.
Help Wanted

Babysitter wanted 24-32 hours a week to manage 3 kids. Mon, Wed, Thurs. Looking for a "take charge" person with previous experience. Non-smoker, fluent in English. Driving not necessary. Call Melissa 973-707-7088 or email Melissa.my@yahoo.com

PT/After School Nanny wanted for 3 children ages 7,5, & 7. Mon-Fri 2:30-6:30 p.m. Requires driving kids to activities, help with homework, light cooking for kids dinner & light cleaning/organizing. Call Helen 917-658-6304 or 973-748-0876 or email helen.appelbaum@gmail.com

PT Childcare for 9 yr old girl. Mon/Tues/Wed, Thurs. Looking for a "take charge" person with previous experience. Non-smoker, fluent in English. Driving not necessary. $25.00/hr. Call Patti 201-248-0599 or email paf0115@hotmail.com

Montclair after-school "Driver" needed for 6 year old boy & 3 year old girl in Montclair. 7:30-8:30 p.m. Child has some learning disabilities, so a Special Ed student would be great, but not necessary. $12.00/hr. Contact Jade 973-701-8303 or email rnuman@littleangelsschoolhouse.com

Fairfield, NJ based Internet Startup looking for recent college grads or very ambitious college students. $30,000 plus first year & Vested Retirement Plan within 24 months of hire. Complete company training for qualified individuals. Duties include implementing lesson plans & assisting with meals/naps/diapering/individuals. Duties include implementing lesson plans & assisting with meals/naps/diapering/individuals. Call Donna at 973-698-7582 or email rnuman@littleangelsschoolhouse.com

Immediate Need for a PT/Nanny for two kids, 5 & 7 in Glen Ridge. M-F, 3 to 7p. Pick-up, homework help, dinner prep & errands. Contact johnmabbe@yahoo.com

Help Wanted

PT Dependable/ Responsible Babysitter wanted for friendly Maplewood family - children 2 children 8 & 16. Tuesdays & Thursdays (Wed, possible) from 2:45 to 7:00 p.m. Driving to activities (both kids) and supervising homework (for 12 year old). Must have valid driver’s license & clean record. Also have a sweet golden retriever, so comfort with dogs is also a must. Email Liz at lmwelvd@gmail.com. Please include references.

After-School Driver/Minder for cheerful 6th grade boy. 3-4 hours, 2-3 days per wk., flexible! Drive to lessons & practice, oversee homework. M/F encouraged to call Elizabeth at 917-576-6220 or email Edwelljer@verizon.net.

After school nanny wanted for 2 children 5 days a week in Montclair. Drive clean record a must, as driving kids to activities is required. Also homework help & light cooking/cleaning. Call Wendy at 201-206-2851.

PT & F/T - Little Angels School House Chatham, NJ is looking for Energetic individuals. Duties include implementing lesson plans & assisting with meals/naps/diapering/potty training. Contact Jade 973-781-8303 or rnuman@littleangelsschoolhouse.com

PT Experienced, reliable babysitter wanted for our 7 year old son in Nutley. Occasional afternoons/weekends. $15.00 & up / hour. Contact Linda at 973-568-8868 (Leave a message).

Upcoming Events

PLAYERS: Rocky Horror Picture Show Feel free to bring props for your comfort. Feel free to bring props and get ready to feel uncomfortable, but a little “turned on.”

Thursday, Oct. 23-Saturday, Oct. 25 At 8 p.m. and Midnight Newman Center Hosted by LASSO

“Rocky’s Nest” Commuter Lounge

Día de los Muertos

Tuesday, Oct. 28
Newman Catholic Center Hosted by LASSO

Closing Ceremony

Thursday, Nov. 6 at 5:30-8 p.m. Student Center Formal Dining Room Hosted by LASSO

Ballhounds Can Lease

Monday, Nov. 10 from 7:30-10:30 p.m. Student Center Ballrooms C Hosted by LASSO

Health in the City A Look at Better Urban Food and Lifestyle Choices!

Megan Sweet from Greater New York Conservancy will be showing “Health in the City,” a documenta- ry that addresses some of the chal- lenges of the illnesses associated with living in a food desert. The film offers some solutions for adopting a healthy lifestyle.

Monday, Oct. 27 at 2:30-4:30 p.m. UN 1020

Hosted By: Montclair State University Dietetic Internship Class of 2015 Contact: Donna Duardo and Maria Stanish dreedord@mail.montclair.edu, Stanishm@mail.montclair.edu Office phone no.: 973-655-4375

Dance Marathon for the Children’s Specialized Hospital Dec. 6 from noon to 12 a.m. Student Center Ballrooms Participants must register and have a fundraising goal of $62. Hosted By: Montclair Miracles Contact: montclairmiracles@gmail.com

Have an event coming up? Let us know!

Email MSUPRODUCTION@GMAIL.COM


Follow us on Twitter!
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WEATHER BY JOE STANSBURY

AND NOW TIME FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT...

SUDOKO!

WORLDWIDE SPORTS LEAGUES

FLAG FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL, SOCCER AND SOFTBALL LEAGUES STARTING SOON

JOIN NOW
PLAYERS NEEDED ALL OVER
CENTRAL JERSEY, NORTH JERSEY AND NEW YORK
TO JOIN, EMAIL: INFO@WORLDWIDESPORTSLEAGUES.COM
**Opinion**

**Smells Like School Spirit**

*Question of the Week*

**What do you think could increase school spirit among students and why?**

**Jack Huang**
*Freshman, Undeclared*

I think a week dedicated just to school-spirited events would make a big impact. I understand that there is a Homecoming week, but I still think more can be done. Maybe the Student Government Association can do more everyday or hang more banners up or even have adjacent in the school store. I think these things can be helpful to increase school spirit.*

---

**Gebraila Elias**
*Mathematics, Undeclared*

*I feel like there are lots of activities that people really want to get involved in but can’t because of time scheduling, like the Women’s Self-Defense Class. I would love to go, but it is on Tuesdays in the evening and I don’t have it in my schedule to be able to go. There is also a biology class on Wednesdays and I have class then, so I will never be able to attend.*

---

**Kelsey Newell**
*Freshman, Undeclared*

*Campus events because they get students excited and bring people together.*

---

**Vito Pellecchia**
*Freshman, Undeclared*

*I think that lowering the prices of the hoodies on the school apparel would increase school spirit because people are going to buy more apparel. Also, [events should be promoted] by spreading the word around campus, not just through emails, but actually around campus, like in the commuter lounge in the Student Center or outside.*

---

**Sahar Fathelbab**
*Freshman, Undeclared*

*To increase school spirit, I would have more people involved in between our classes and not just after our classes are finished; that way, it’s always in our mind.*

---

**Christian Blaze | The Montclarion**

**Thumbs Up**

**Midpoint in the semester**

**Sports betting legal in New Jersey**

**Halloween**

**Thumbs Down**

**Shooting in Ottawa**

**Lack of medical aid to Ebola patients in Africa**

**Artist arrested for playing guitar on subway**
MASCULINITY IS JUST AN ACT
Breaking down the stereotypes surrounding theater and athletics

MARTY BETH GANNON, COLUMNIST

Although the world we live in today is more politically correct than it was even a few decades ago, cultural insensitivity and displays of cultural insensitivity are still often overlooked, often without realizing the impact it can have on others. Cultural appropriation occurs when someone from a culture outside of the one you belong to borrows forms, objects or concepts that are specific to that culture and uses them in a way that their true meaning has been altered. This practice is often considered offensive and disrespectful. In this article, we will explore the different ways cultural appropriation can happen and discuss its effects on those who are involved.

Cultural appropriation is not a new phenomenon. Throughout history, people have borrowed and adapted elements of other cultures for their own purposes. However, the way we talk about and approach cultural borrowing has changed over time. While in the past, cultural appropriation was often seen as a form of flattery or admiration, today it is more commonly recognized as a form of exploitation and a way to dilute the true meaning and significance of the original culture.

One example of cultural appropriation is the use of Native American symbols and images in popular culture. While the use of these symbols may seem harmless, it is important to recognize the cultural significance behind them. For many indigenous peoples, these symbols hold deep meaning and represent cultural values and beliefs.

Another example of cultural appropriation is the use of African American music and dance in popular culture. While the music and dance styles have become popular worldwide, it is important to acknowledge the cultural roots and context behind these forms of expression.

Cultural appropriation can be harmful and disrespectful. It can also perpetuate harmful stereotypes and contribute to a lack of understanding and appreciation for the cultures being borrowed from. It is essential to approach cultural borrowing with sensitivity and respect and to consider the potential impact of our actions on others.

In conclusion, cultural appropriation is a complex issue that requires thoughtful consideration and action. By approaching cultural borrowing with sensitivity and respect, we can work towards a more inclusive and appreciative world.
Peak Performances

The Perfect Union of Dance and Music

AMERICAN PREMIERE!

Richard Alston Dance Company

Great Britten

Choreography Richard Alston

Music Benjamin Britten and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

American Contemporary Music Ensemble with Nicholas Phan, tenor

Jason Ridgway, piano

MSU’s Vocal Accord (Dr. Heather J. Buchanan, Director)

Oct. 30 – Nov. 2

973-655-5112 | www.peakperfs.org

Convenient parking in the Red Hawk Deck
*No charge for MSU undergraduate students at the Kasser Theater box office with valid ID.

Take your seat!
This song sounds like a pop version of a Foster the People song. Cherub is the duo of Jordan Ferrara and Mike Harman. Their single “Dreams and Mimosa” has gained popularity on YouTube with this song. Their falsetto voices make this the perfect fall playlist. This song is very unique, not to mention how hilarious the lyrics are. The instruments in the background also make the song very catchy.

“Doses and Mimosa”
Cherub

This is one of those cool songs that have a clear story being told through its lyrics. It describes that in the fall, it’s a horrible time to be getting into a dance where everyone is just standing around. Despite its themes of awkwardness, this song is very upbeat and fun. It’s filled with handclaps and foot stomps in addition to different instruments. Give it a listen when you wake up in the morning.

“Fire”
Kina Grannis

Although songs with stories are fun, so are ones with messages. This song, “Wild Motion (Set it Free),” talks about “setting it free.” It can really just remind listeners to let things go and realize that life is great, no matter how it is. It can also remind you that great things are happening. However, this song is not that deep: it’s actually upbeat and fun. Give it a listen.

“Skylark Interbang”?
Mute in Heights

The Knife is a brother-sister duo from Sweden. Their music is electronic with beautiful, calm lyrics behind it. The band has become very popular and even played at last month’s Coachella festival.

“Heartbeats”
Miami Horror

The first song to listen to as you eat candy corn is “This is Halloween” from Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas. Even though this movie can be technically classified as a Christmas tale, I think it’s perfect all year round, especially in October. It is almost impossible to not feel festive when listening to a song with lyrics including, “I am the shadow on the moon at night, filling your dreams to the brim with fright, this is Halloween, this is Halloween.” Plus, if you’re not in the mood to listen to the original version, there are so many cool covers that have covered this catchy tune, such as Panic at the Disco. Who wouldn’t want to listen to Brendan Urie sing about Halloween?

“Hoodie Weather”
Real Estate

This song is intended to get older and the climate start to roll in, you’ll probably want to listen to “Shake Me Down” by Cage the Elephant. It is easy to get stressed out around this time of year with mid-terms in every class, so listening to a song with the lyrics, “Even on a cloudy day, I’ll keep my eyes fixed on the sun” can really give you that boost you need. Plus, it’s got a great beat so it’s perfect to listen to while walking around campus.

“Wild Motion (Set it Free)”
Miami Horror

For a more solemn track, there’s “Autumn Leaves” by Ed Sheeran. While this song is about the loss of a loved one, the acoustic guitar and Sheeran’s beautiful voice will keep you warm on the inside while walking in the brisk wind.

“Shake, Shake, Shake”
Bryon Radio Return

Next, we have “Sep-emberman” by Max Overboard. This band from South Jersey is great at writing songs that will make you sweat. What’s great about this song is that it takes place during September with a sequel that takes place in December called “Decemberman.”

Finally, while all smogged up in a hoodie, you should probably listen to “Hoodie Weather” by The Wonder Years. It is a great song by a great band and will get you emotionally prepared for the cold weather that is coming strong. Plus, if you are dreadfully walking back to your hometown for Thanksgiving break, it might give you a new perspective.

Put on some boots, purchase these songs and walk around campus enjoying the beautiful scenery. It’s almost winter and you’ll need a whole new set of songs for that beast.
**Sons of Anarchy**: EPISODE 7

Joe Las Staff Writer

Halfway through its final season, Sons of Anarchy is finally beginning to feel like the end of its run. The pacing was a little slow in this episode, but it certainly doesn’t fail to deliver the wacky episodes that we’ve been shown this season. However, it also falls into the same problem I’ve been having with each episode so far this season.

The previous episode ended on a very tense note, as it teemed built until the end. However, as soon as this episode started, all the qualities of the last episode fell to waste. Juice’s story arc was put on the back burner to further explore the deterioration of Gemma. It’s clear that since Juice is now in the hands of the SOA, Gemma is now a ticking time bomb of guilt and nerves that may result in more accidental bloodshed. This episode also ended with another push on Jax, which is going to be very important in the future.

These episodes have seemingly cut into their lengths. I don’t think these episodes need to be longer than their normal hour-long length. I know with this comes the greater risk of boredom and the shorter length of these episodes have been known to help with this. However, so far, it can understandability. The decline of evil spirit possesses the doll Annabelle. Sentence. This devils doll starts to turn the lives of two people and set up for very interesting things to dig into for the rest of the season. As I say each week, it’s going to get worse and worse for the MC as things start to hit rock bottom to close out for SAMCRO.

It’s a different kind of love story. Instead of going on a journey with two characters, and wonder if they will eventually end up together, the focus is on you instead find out right away what the outcome will be with these two people.

The premise for the new NBC comedy A New Unconventional Love Story is unconventional yet intriguing. In the world, the audience audience at the table, this television program in the comprehensive approach of A New Unconventional Love Story.

As an audience, you know exactly what to expect, yet there is still a high level of interest to continue watching the show to see what will happen during this journey.

The show follows two people whose lives are intertwined, and that the two main characters, Andrew and Zelda, will be the main focus of the series.

The characters are quirky in their own way, and this is what makes the show so interesting.

Andrew and Zelda’s being the driving force to the show, it makes you want to know what will happen after eight weeks, five days and one hour. Hopefully, it will have a happy ending.

A NEW UNCONVENTIONAL LOVE STORY

Jasmine Anjali Staff Writer

In July 2013, seasoned horror director James Wan released the haunted house box office smash The Conjuring. This film was a fun and scary horror flick that felt like a throwback to the horror movies of the 1970s, a time when there was a reliance on ramping up the scares, using cheap jump scare, and excessive gore.

The Conjuring’s success was fast and furious. To first acquire its success, based on the creepy doll Annabelle, which was only in the first 10 minutes of The Conjuring. Now even though I liked The Conjuring, I wasn’t really wow-ed at all for Annabelle. The fact that almost none of the cast and crew from the original film were involved in this movie (with the exception of being a producer) was disappointing. Also, the film’s relentless use of the Conjuring brand name and the doll Annabelle in the marketing made this spinoff feel more like a halfway cash-in on a popular movie. After seeing Annabelle, my concerns for this movie were proven valid.

Set in 1967, a year before the events of The Conjuring, Mia Form (Anna Kendrick) and her husband John (Ward Horton) are the obligatory perfect couple whose lives are going perfectly with a baby on the way. Predictably, things go wrong when a couple is attacked in their home by two cultists and their doll, as Mia has a doll collection for whom this is that is never explained.

Everything that made The Conjuring such a horror film is all but gone in Annabelle. This film relied on the slow burn of dread and mystique to earn its scares. Instead, the camera doesn’t even try to evoke the spirit of The Con.

The ANDUNO plot is that even though it’s called a horror film, there is so much dialogue that you will not hold your breath until the very little throughout the movie that is actually focused on is for a minute or so, the camera is so as to remind viewers. “Hey! That’s the doll from The Conjuring! I liked that movie. Here’s my story."

Also, unlike The Conjuring, this movie doesn’t contain any interesting or compelling characters that can grab a viewer’s attention and keep them there. The characters in this film are cardboard cutouts with certain dramatic elements to the plot, the characters do not have any manufacturing emotional investment.

It’s going to be very important in the future.

However, despite all of this, I still enjoyed the conception of its major characters. The movie simply tries to evoke some of the most popular and well-written characters from The Conjuring.

Annabelle was a pretty good addition to the season. Not great, not awful, though there was off-putting to me. Also, there was less of a reliance on ramping up the scare. This is the problem I’ve been shown this season. There are a few effective sequences in Annabelle and the movie, thankfully, stays with practical effects when constructing the horror set pieces in the movie. I was bored throughout the movie, but unlike many others this year (Transformers 4, The Amazing Spider-Man 2), I was never angry while watching it.

Annabelle may be a pretty good film, but it doesn’t have the potential to make it a really awful movie. There is still life in the show. The real shame of Annabelle is that even though it’s called a horror film, there is so much dialogue that you will not hold your breath until the very little throughout the movie that is actually focused on is for a minute or so, the camera is so as to remind viewers. “Hey! That’s the doll from The Conjuring! I liked that movie. Here’s my story."

The Con

THE FOUNDATION FOR A BETTER LIFE
www.hlvofbfs.org
Red Bulls Make Playoffs

Shakeema Edwards Contributing Writer

Despite losing three points at home to the Columbus Crew on Oct. 19, the New York Red Bulls are headed to the playoffs for the fifth time since 2010. The Red Bulls qualified for the playoffs on Oct. 12 when the Houston Dynamo lost 3-1 to D.C. United, which eliminated the Dynamo from playoff contention and assured the Red Bulls a playoff berth.

The night before, the Red Bulls defeated Toronto FC 3-1 at the Red Bull Arena, with goals from Bradley Wright-Phillips, Ruben Bover and Dax McCarty.

However, the Columbus Crew defeated the Red Bulls 3-1 in the Red Bulls’ final home game of the regular season, where only midfielder Lloyd Sam was able to send the ball past Columbus’ goalie, Steve Clark.

The Red Bulls canceled two goals in the first half and one in the second.

Columbus Crew forward Anton Schoenfeld scored in the 17th minute and again in the 90th minute. Both goals were assisted by Ethan Finlay, who scored himself in the 34th minute.

Thirteen minutes into the second half, midfielder Lloyd Sam maneuvered the ball between Crew defenders Bernardo Anor and Justin Meram and right-footed it into the upper left corner of Columbus’ goal.

Sam’s goal was nominated for the AT&T MLS Goal of the Week.

The Red Bulls, with 47 points, are fifth in the Eastern Conference, two points behind reigning MLS champions, Sporting Kansas City and Columbus Crew, who are tied at 49 points.

Sporting K.C. will host the Red Bulls on Oct. 26, the final day of the MLS regular season.

On the same day, the Columbus Crew will host the Philadelphia Union, who are sixth in the Eastern Conference with 42 points and have already been eliminated from playoff contention.

If the Red Bulls defeat Sporting K.C. and Columbus loses to Philadelphia, then the Red Bulls will finish third in the Eastern Conference and qualify directly to the quarterfinals.

If the Red Bulls finish fourth or fifth in the Eastern Conference, they will play a knockout match to qualify for the quarterfinals.

The Red Bulls have qualified for the playoffs in the last four seasons. However, they have failed to advance past the quarterfinals.

Sam Romano Contributing Writer

According to NBC, it was Football Night in America, as fans from all over the country tuned in to see if Peyton Manning would become the new career touchdown pass leader on the evening of Oct. 19 when the Denver Broncos hosted the San Francisco 49ers. They were not disappointed.

Two was the magic number entering Sunday’s game. Manning needed two touchdowns to tie Brett Favre’s record of 508. A three-yard pass to wide receiver Emmanuel Sanders in the first quarter closed the gap to one. With 2:57 left in the first quarter and a 10-yard pass to WR Wes Welker, Manning tied the record.

The moment came with 3:09 left in the first half. Eight- yard pass to WR Demaryius Thomas moved theBroncos to the top of the list. The new number to beat was 509, which was already accomplished by the third quarter. Manning would finish the game with four touchdown passes, making him the lead- ing touchdown pass leader with 510 and counting.

Video messages of con- gratulations played on the gi- ant video board following the touchdown. Well-wishers in- cluded Bronco general man- ager John Elway, Tom Brady and Brett Favre.”

“I want to say congratulations for breaking the touch- down record,” Favre’s message said. “I’m not surprised. You’ve been a wonderful player and I’ve enjoyed watching you play. I’ve enjoyed competing against you. I wish you great success for the rest of the season and the rest of your career.”

It took Favre 302 games to reach 508 touchdown passes. Manning took only 246. Behind Manning and Favre are Dan Marino (420), Drew Brees (467) and Tom Brady (322).

The touchdown ball is now on display in the Pro Football Hall of Fame. The touchdown pass leader with 508 career touchdown passes. Manning has been a Bronco since 1998.

Manning’s shortest career-span two months, he’s Super Bowl appearance, one

Super Bowl victory and numerous NFL MVP titles.

Manning has practiced with them on Friday, but kept it a secret from fans from all over the country who were not disappointed.

The moment came with 3:09 left in the first half. Eight- yard pass to WR Demaryius Thomas moved the Broncos to the top of the list.

The new number to beat was 509, which was already accomplished by the third quarter. Manning would finish the game with four touchdown passes, making him the lead- ing touchdown pass leader with 510 and counting.

Video messages of con- gratulations played on the gi- ant video board following the touchdown. Well-wishers in- cluded Bronco general man- ager John Elway, Tom Brady and Brett Favre.”

“I want to say congratulations for breaking the touch- down record,” Favre’s message said. “I’m not surprised. You’ve been a wonderful player and I’ve enjoyed watching you play. I’ve enjoyed competing against you. I wish you great success for the rest of the season and the rest of your career.”

It took Favre 302 games to reach 508 touchdown passes. Manning took only 246. Behind Manning and Favre are Dan Marino (420), Drew Brees (467) and Tom Brady (322).

The touchdown ball is now on display in the Pro Football Hall of Fame. That is, after fol- lowing teammates Thomas, Wulk- er, Sanders and Julius Thom- as played a friendly game of keep-away with the ball; a celebration that Manning had practiced with them on Friday.

The Giants fell to the Dallas Cowboys in a disappointing game. They will now have to show up at the N.Y. Wild Card as it will be hard for them to claim the division after losing two straight games to division foes.

The Jets continue to plummet, losing to the Patriots in heart- breaking fashion. The Jets will most likely miss the playoffs this season and that means head coach Rex Ryan may find himself on the way out the door.
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Chargers v. Broncos

Lions v. Falcons

Vikings v. Bucs

Bills v. Jets

Bears v. Patriots

Seahawks v. Panthers

Dolphins v. Jaguars

Ravens v. Bengals

T exans v. Titans

Rams v. Chiefs

Eagles v. Cardinals

Colts v. Steelers

Raiders v. Browns

Packers v. Saints

Redskins v. Cowboys
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Womens Soccer

A win at Rutgers Camden on Saturday improved the womens soccer team to their 14th straight win.

The Lady Red Hawks defeated the Scarlet Raptor 4-1 with goals by Tina Landeka, Frankie Gibson, Kalia Fasano and Stephanie Gomes.

The team will hold their senior night on Oct. 29 at MSU Soccer Park.

Volleyball

The womens volleyball team took out rival opponents William Paterson 3-0 on Oct. 21.

The squad was led by sophmores Courtney Matlock with 11 kills and Melissa Terpstra with 10 kills and 15 digs.


Field Hockey

Five different Red Hawks saw the back of the net, as the Field Hockey team blanked Richard Stockton 5-0 on Oct. 18. This is the fourth straight win for the team, as they continue to compete for a top seed in the NJAC Tournament.

Danielle Butrucio collected a goal and an assist in the contest as MSU improves to 11-3 overall. The team returns to NJAC play on Oct. 25 where they will host Rowan at 7 p.m.

Swimming and Diving

The men and womens swimming and diving teams did not compete this week. Their next 10 meets will be away, beginning with a competition against TCNJ this Friday, Oct. 24 in Ewing, N.J.
**Professional Standings**

### MLS

#### Eastern Conference
1. D.C. United - 58 pts
2. New England - 52 pts
3. Sporting K.C. - 49 pts
4. Columbus - 49 pts
5. N.Y. Red Bulls - 47 pts
6. Philadelphia - 42 pts
7. Toronto - 41 pts
8. Houston - 39 pts
9. Chicago - 33 pts
10. Montreal - 27 pts

#### Western Conference
1. Portland - 59 pts
2. Seattle - 55 pts
3. Real Salt Lake - 53 pts
4. Western Derby - 51 pts
5. FC Dallas - 49 pts
6. Vancouver - 42 pts
7. Colorado - 41 pts
8. San Jose - 39 pts
9. Vancouver - 30 pts
10. LA Galaxy - 27 pts

### NFL

#### NFC East
1. Dallas - 0 GB
2. Philadelphia - 0.5 GB
3. N.Y. Giants - 1 GB
4. Washington - 1.5 GB
5. N.Y. Jets - 4 GB

#### NFC Wild Card
1. Philadelphia - 8 GB
2. Green Bay - 0.5 GB
3. San Francisco - 1.5 GB
4. Seattle - 2 GB

#### AFC East
1. New England - 0 GB
2. Buffalo - 1 GB
3. Miami - 1.5 GB
4. N.Y. Jets - 4 GB

#### AFC Wild Card
1. San Diego - 0 GB
2. Cincinnati - 0.5 GB
3. Pittsburgh - 1 GB
4. Buffalo - 1 GB

### NHL

#### Metropolitan
1. Washington - 8 pts
2. New York Islanders - 8 pts
3. N.Y. Rangers - 8 pts
4. N.J. Devils - 7 pts
5. Pittsburgh - 6 pts
6. Columbus - 6 pts
7. Philadelphia - 4 pts
8. Carolina - 2 pts
9. Buffalo - 2 pts

#### Playoffs Push
- 10/24 - CHI vs. HOU
- 10/25 - SEA vs. LA
- 10/25 - MON vs. DC
- 10/25 - NE vs. TOR
- 10/25 - DAL vs. TOR
- 10/25 - VAN vs. COL

### MLS

#### Upper Table
1. Juventus - 19 pts
2. AS Roma - 18 pts
3. Sampdoria - 15 pts
4. AC Milan - 14 pts
5. Udinese - 13 pts
6. Lazio - 12 pts
7. Napoli - 11 pts
8. Verona - 11 pts
9. Inter - 9 pts
10. Genoa - 9 pts
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4. Washington - 1.5 GB
5. N.Y. Jets - 4 GB

#### NFC Wild Card
1. Philadelphia - 8 GB
2. Green Bay - 0.5 GB
3. San Francisco - 1.5 GB
4. Seattle - 2 GB

#### AFC East
1. New England - 0 GB
2. Buffalo - 1 GB
3. Miami - 1.5 GB
4. N.Y. Jets - 4 GB

#### AFC Wild Card
1. San Diego - 0 GB
2. Cincinnati - 0.5 GB
3. Pittsburgh - 1 GB
4. Buffalo - 1 GB

### MLB

#### 2014 World Series
1. Kansas City - 0
2. San Francisco - 1

#### Playoffs Push
- 10/24 - CHI vs. HOU
- 10/25 - SEA vs. LA
- 10/25 - MON vs. DC
- 10/25 - NE vs. TOR
- 10/25 - DAL vs. TOR
- 10/25 - VAN vs. COL

### NHL

#### Upper Table
1. Juventus - 19 pts
2. AS Roma - 18 pts
3. Sampdoria - 15 pts
4. AC Milan - 14 pts
5. Udinese - 13 pts
6. Lazio - 12 pts
7. Napoli - 11 pts
8. Verona - 11 pts
9. Inter - 9 pts
10. Genoa - 9 pts

#### Next Round
Round 8 - 10/25-10/26

---

**Grand Opening**

**Dinner** all-you-can-eat
Fixed Price • Unlimited To Order
Weekdays $18.99 • Weekends $20.99
Half Price for kids under 10 years old

**Lunch** all-you-can-eat
Weekdays $11.99 • Weekends $13.99

Unlimited fresh sushi, sashimi & delectable innovative maki rolls, hot & crispy tempura and vegetable tempura. Various Japanese appetizers and salad, fresh grilled teriyaki, tasty oden noodle, scrumptious desserts and much more. Everything served in your desired portion and made fresh as you order. Quality and quantity.

---

**Sports, Recaps & Photos from the Weekend**

**TheMontclarion.org**

With exclusive online issue.
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Thank you for not driving buzzed and crashing into my car last night.

Kit Krugman
Who’s Hot This Week

Rebecca Brattole
Goalkeeper - Field Hockey

Brattole earned NJAC Defensive Player of the Week after earning a shutout out in the Red Hawks’ only game this week.

Who’s Hot This Week

Damian Bziukiewicz
Midfielder - Mens Soccer

Bziukiewicz won NJAC Offensive Player of the Week for the second straight time and helped with wins over RU-Camden and York College.

Game of the Week

Football
Oct. 25
vs. Rowan
Sprague Field
1 p.m.

The Red Hawks will look to make it six straight wins against last season’s NJAC Champions. The winner will hold first place in the NJAC.

Current Stats
Goals Against - 23
Shots Faced - 124
Saves - 63

Current Stats
Shots per game - 2.13
Goals - 6
Assists - 10

Current Stats
Goals - 6
Assists - 10

Game of the Week

For updates on these matchups, check montclairathletics.com for the results.

Save the Date

Rutgers Graduate Programs Open House
Nov. 5 • 6:30 p.m.
Livingston Student Center, Room 202 ABC

More Than a Program — Your Path to Career Success!

The Rutgers School of Communication and Information is where you can turn academic success into a thriving career. Our programs are built on quality that tests beyond the classroom, and provide a network of like-minded individuals and expert professors who can maximize your rock star abilities.

- Master of Communication and Information Studies (MCIS)
  Prepares students for 21st century careers
- Master of Library and Information Science (MLIS)
  Ranked sixth in the country by U.S. News & World Report

Join us Nov. 5 at 6:30 p.m. at Livingston Student Center (61 Joyce Kilmer Ave., in Madison) or via live stream — either way, you’ll meet advisors, faculty and current students who can answer your questions.

RSVP to attend or learn more: comminfo.rutgers.edu/montclair

comminfo.rutgers.edu/montclair
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
The action started right away in the first quarter. Quarterback Ryan Davies connected with wide receiver away in the first quarter. The 16-yard magnificent over-the-top throw connected with wide receiver away in the first quarter.

The first goal of the season. Olla sealed the game with his fifth touchdown from sophomore running back Denzel Nieves. Nieves’ touchdown currently stands as his 11th on the season. His last game was the second time this season that Nieves did not record at least two touchdowns.

After collecting penalties forced a re-kick on a TCNJ point, running back Pat Caggiano returned it 54 yards for a touchdown. The touchdown helped Caggiano. TCNJ Special Teams Player of the Week for the second time this season. The return also came in a timely fashion as there were only 33 seconds left in the half.

The second half didn’t feature a lot of scoring, but the theme of the game still remained the same. Montclair State was all over TCNJ, adding insult to injury with a fumble recovery in the end zone to push the lead to 28-0. Freshman safety Joshua Bette scopped up the ball and immediately celebrated as the crowd continued to erupt over the events of the game. In what was easily the biggest turnover of the season, Sprague Field was alive and electric the entire game.

The Red Hawks capped off a TCNJ 28-7 victory on Homecoming night. Brian Cullen scored the first goal of the game, and was too late. Khani Gliser ran for 33 yards and cut the lead to 28-7. As time expired, Montclair State improved to 5-1 overall and 3-0 in NJAC contests.

Davies had another great game with 13 completions for 163 yards and his fifth touchdown. Nieves was neutralized for the most part, despite recording a touchdown. He only averaged 2.7 yards per play and rushed for 34 yards total.

Senior wide receiver Clinton Coffey had an outstanding game with five receptions for 84 yards. Freshman defensive lineman Vincent Conti received NJAC Defensive Rookie of the Week after recording two solo tackles and a sack in only his second game of the season. The Red Hawks will play at home this week’s Game of the Week. They will face the Rowan Profs in a game that has a lot of baggage attached to it.
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